Student Access to Echo360
Viewing and Live Stream Within Canvas

1. On the Canvas Course Home Page, tap the Echo360 button.

2. The course content and/or scheduled recordings will appear.

3. Look for the Green **LIVE** button.
4. Tap the **Show Live Stream** link in the bottom left corner to start the live stream.

5. **Student Engagement Icons:** The icons in the top right corner are for Student Engagement during the Lecture.

   a. **Questions and Answers:** You can pose questions, or students can ask questions under the **Discussion** icons.

   b. **Confusion Flag:** Students can also tap the **Confusion Flag** to alert faculty where in the video they were not clear on the lecture content.

6. **Streaming Issues** are common. The best Browser by far is **Firefox**. If your videos won’t load for students, have them use Firefox.

7. **Internet Issues:** In addition, **Live Streaming** needs a solid Internet connection. If there are Internet issues successful streaming of the videos or participating in a live stream will be difficult.